Protiviti’s Healthcare Technical Security
Assessment Solutions
Criminal cyber attacks utilizing ransomware, phishing, malware and other nefarious
exploits are one of the most impactful issues affecting the healthcare industry. The
reality for many organizations is that lives could be at stake. Protiviti brings deep industry
knowledge and skills, including dedicated state-of-the-art cybersecurity labs, to help
healthcare organizations move well beyond policy, procedure and process reviews in order
to gain valuable insights into their ability to detect and protect against cyber threats.
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Our Key Healthcare Technical Security Assessment Solutions

Penetration Testing

Conduct internal/external/wireless network and application penetration tests to help
organizations identify security weaknesses which may risk the confidentiality, integrity
or availability of critical systems and data.

Vulnerability
Assessments

Perform automated scans of networks and systems to identify misconfigurations and
weaknesses which may allow an attacker to gain unauthorized access to systems or data.

Social Engineering

Emulate real-world social engineering tactics, such as phishing emails, telephone calls and
physical security bypasses, to detect awareness and policy weaknesses which may be
exploited by malicious outside parties.

Network Architecture/
Configuration Review

Review network architecture documentation and perform technical configuration reviews
to determine if networks, firewalls and systems are designed effectively to prevent
unauthorized access and data leakage.

IT Security
Awareness Training

Launch organizationwide awareness training campaigns to increase user knowledge of
expected practices and their role in protecting systems and data. Perform periodic phishing
campaigns with in-line training videos to continually test user awareness and provide
continuing education.

Data Exfiltration/Leakage
Assessment

Red/Purple Team
Assessment

Evaluate network traffic and firewall rules to determine if users with access to the network are
able to remove, either purposefully or unintentionally, sensitive data from the network using
either common file sharing tools or sophisticated exfiltration techniques.
Execute targeted and coordinated security testing with specific, predetermined objectives.
Utilize known hacker tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs) to determine if network
security teams can identify and stop ongoing attacks and network breaches.

Breach Detection/Incident
Response Forensics

Review environment for signs of a current or historical breach through assessment of network
activity logs, system processes and startup items, account activity, historical security tool
alerts, and forensic capture of suspected compromised systems.

Security Risk Analysis

Assess an organization’s security environment to determine key risks that may be posed to its
sensitive information through the identification of the information scope, key threats and
vulnerabilities; review of the security controls; and resulting likelihood, impact and final risk
rating determinations in accordance with HIPAA requirements, NIST guidance, etc.
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